Given a nonempty set X, a fuzzy ideal I on X is a collection of subsets of X closed under finite union and subset operations. In this paper we define a space to be locally I fuzzy compact space if every point in the space has an I fuzzy compact neighbourhood. Basic results concerning locally I fuzzy compact spaces are given relating to subspaces, preservation of functions, and products. Classical results concerning locally fuzzy compact spaces are obtained by I ={φ},and certain results for locally H-closed spaces are obtained by letting I be the fuzzy ideal of nowhere dense sets. Locally H-closed spaces are characterized in the category of Hausdorff spaces as being the locally nowhere-dense-fuzzy compact sets.
Introduction
Given a nonempty set X, a collection I of subsets of X is called a fuzzy ideal if the following holds:
(i) If A ∈ ℑ and Β ⊆ Α implies B ∈ ℑ (heredity) (ii)
If A ∈ ℑ and B ∈ ℑ , then A ∪ Β ∈ℑ (additivity)
If X ∉ I then I is called a proper fuzzy ideal. Note that if I is a proper ideal then { A:X -Aε I }is a filter; hence proper ideals are sometimes called dual filters.
Local I-Fuzzy-Compactness
Let us begin with the following definition.
Definition. A space (X, τ, I) is said to be locally I-fuzzy compact if every point
in X has an I-fuzzy compact neighbourhood. The space is said to be strongly locally I-fuzzy compact if every point in X has a neighbourhood base of I-fuzzy compact sets. A subset A of X is said to be (strongly) locally I-fuzzy compact if (A, τ |A, I |A) is (strongly) locally I |A-fuzzy compact where τ|A is the usual subspace fuzzy topology.
It is readily seen that an I-fuzzy compact space is locally I-fuzzy compact and that a strongly locally I-fuzzy compact space is locally I-fuzzy compact. We will see shortly, however, that an I-fuzzy compact space (and hence a locally I-fuzzy compact space) need not be strongly locally I-fuzzy compact, even if the space is T 2 .
Given a space (X, τ, I) be a T 2 space. If (X, τ, I), we say that τ is regular with respect to τ* if each point in X has a τ-nbd base of τ*-closed sets.
Theorem 2.1. Let (X, τ, I) be a T 2 space. If (X, τ, I) is strongly locally I-fuzzy compact, then τ is regular with respect to τ*.
Local fuzzy compactness with respect to fuzzy ideal
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Proof. Let x ∈ X and U ∈ τ(x). Since (X, τ, I) is strongly locally I-fuzzy compact, there exists an I-fuzzy compact subset F and W ∈ τ(x) such that x ∈ W ⊆ F ⊆ U. Since (X, τ) is T 2 , F is τ*-closed [4] , and the proof is complete.
An ideal I on a space (X, τ) is said to be τ-boundary [4] iff I ∩ τ = { 0 / }. Theorem 2.2. Let (X, τ, I), be a fuzzy topological space with I ∩ τ = { 0 / }.
Then (X, τ) is regular iff τ is regular with respect to τ*.
Proof. Necessity is obvious. To show sufficiency, assume τ is regular with respect to τ* and let x ∈ X, U ∈ τ(x). Then there exists V ∈ τ*(x) such that x ∈ V ⊆ U. By Theorem 9 of [7] , there exists
Hence X has a τ-neighbourhood base of τ-closed sets at each point and is regular. Specifically,if U ∈ τ*, then Cl(U) = Cl*(U). This follows easily from Theorem 9 of [7] .
The following example shows that local I-fuzzy compactness does not imply strong local I-fuzzy compactness. 
Observing that τ is not regular (hence not regular with respect to τ*) we conclude from the previous theorem that (X, τ) is not strongly locally I-compact.
If (X, τ, I) is a space and K ⊆ X, we denote by I | K = {I ∩ K : I ∈ I) = {I ∈ I : I ⊆ K}. I | K is easily seen to be a fuzzy ideal on X.
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Theorem 2.3. Let (X, τ, I) be a fuzzy topological fuzzy space with A ⊆ K ⊆ X.
Then A is I | K-fuzzy compact in (K, τ|K) (where τ|K is the usual topology on K as a subspace of (X, τ) iff A is I-fuzzy compact in (X, τ). The well known result that closed subsets of fuzzy compact subsets are fuzzy compact follows from Corollary 2.4 by taking I = { 0 / }. Theorem 2.5. Let (X, τ, I) be a T 2 fuzzy topological space. Then (X, τ) is locally I-fuzzy compact iff for every x ∈ X there exists U ∈ τ (x) such that Cl*(U) is I-fuzzy compact.
Proof. (Necessity
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. To show necessity, assume (X, τ, I) is locally I-fuzzy compact and let x ∈ X. There exists U ∈ τ(x) and an I-fuzzy compact F ⊆ X such that x ∈ U ⊆ F. F is τ*-closed [4] since (X, τ) is T 2 , and hence Cl*(U) ⊆ F. But Cl*(U) is a τ*-closed subset of an I-fuzzy compact subset, and hence I-fuzzy compact, by Corollary 2.4.
We will need the following lemma to establish the equivalence of local N(τ)-fuzzy compactness and local H-closedness in T 2 fuzzy topological spaces.
Recall that a subset F of a fuzzy topological space (X, τ) is said to be fuzzy regular closed iff F = Cl( (Int(F) ). Lemma 2.6. Let (X, τ) be a fuzzy topological space with F ⊆ X. 
In either case, we conclude that E ∈ N (τ) and hence E ∈ N(τ)|F. 
E). Therefore E ∉ N(τ)|F and N(τ)|F ⊆ N(τ)|F).
If (X, τ) is a fuzzy topological space with F a closed subset of X, then (F, τ|T) is Q H C iff (F, τ|F) is N(τ|F)-fuzzy compact by Theorem 1.1. Thus (F, τ|F) being Q H C → F is N(τ)|F-compact (since N(τ|F) ⊆ N(τ)|F) in (F, τ|F) and hence F is N(τ)-compact as a subset of (X, τ). In particular, H-closed subspaces are N(τ)-compact as subsets. Thus locally H-closed spaces are locally N(τ)-compact. An example of an N(τ)-compact subset which is not an H-closed
subspace is provided in [2] . However, we can prove the following result. 
Fuzzy Subspaces
It is well known that a subspace of a Hausdorff space is locally fuzzy compact implies it is locally closed (the intersection of an open and closed set), and in a locally compact Hausdorff space, the intersection of an open set with a closed set is locally fuzzy compact. Porter [5] shows that in a Hausdorff space, a locally Hclosed subspace is locally closed and the converse doesn't hold even in an Hclosed space. More generally, we have the following. Proof. Let x ∈ A. There exists U ∈ τ(X) and an I-fuzzy compact subset F of X such that x ∈ U ⊆ F. Now x ∈ U ∩ A ⊆ F ∩ A, U ∩ A ∈ (T|A) (x) and F ∩ A is I|A-fuzzy compact by Thoerem 3.3.
Given a fuzzy topological space (X, τ) and letting N(τ) denote the ideal of nowhere dense sets, the topology τ* (N(τ) ) is known in the literature as τ α and the τ*-closed sets are called α-closed. Proof. Let x ∈ A, then there exists U ∈ τ(X) and a τ*-closed subset F such that x ∈ U ⊆ F ⊆ A. Since (X, τ) is locally I-fuzzy compact, there exists V ∈ τ(x) and I-compact subset K such that x ∈ V ⊆ K. Now we have x ∈ (U ∩ V) ⊆ (K ∩ F) ⊆ F ⊆ A, K ∩ F is I|F-compact in F (Theorem 3.3), and hence K ∩ F is an I|A-compact neighbourhood of x in (A, τ|A).
